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This paper presents numerical modelling and simulation of rock cut-
ting processes. The rock is modelled using spherical discrete elements.
Estimation of tool wear has been included into the numerical model.
The discrete element model has been calibrated by simulation of the
UCS and Brazilian tests. Rock cutting with a single point attack pick
of a roadheader has been studied experimentally and numerically. A
good qualitative and quantitative agreement of numerical results with
experimental measurements has been found out.

INTRODUCTION

Variety'of rock-cutting technologies is used in civil as well as in mining engi-
neering. Design of cutting tools and setting parameters of cutting operations re-
quires knowledge about the cutting process and its parameters. Cutting forces and
tool wear are important factors charactenzing a cutting process. Experimental
studies of cutting processes are expensive and require a lot of tests to check dif-
ferent tool designs and their performance for different process parameters. Theo-
retical evaluation of the cutting force is not an easy task. Simple analytical mod-
els, like those developed by Evans l2l or by Nishimatsu [5], can provide a very
approximate estimation of cutting forces only. Numerical methods based on the
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continuum models, like finite element methods, have serious problems in model-
ling discontinr:ities of the material occuring during rock cutting [4]. The discrete
element method is commonly regarded as a suitable tool to model cufting proc-
esses. Due to large computational effbrt discrete element of rock cutting model-
ling is otten limited to 2D case [3]. Two-dimensional models, however, cannot
predict all the compon€nts of cutting forces. Here a three-dirnensional model is
presented. The discrete element model of rock cutting is extended on the evalua-
tion of tool wear.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ROCK CUTTING MODEL

A numerical model of rock cutting has been developed within the authors' own
implementation of the discrete element method [6, 7], The system consisting of a
tool and rock sample is considered in the model. The rock material is represented
as a collection of rigid spherical particles interacting among themselves with con-
tact forces. The contact force between two particles F can be decomposed into
normal and tangential components, Fn and F1, respectively

F'= F* + F., = {n * F.,. (1)

where n is the unit vector normal to the particle surface at the contact point. The
contact forces Fu and F1 ore obtained using a constitutive model formulated for
the contact between two rigid spher*s. In the present formulation the elastic per-
fectly brittle model is used. Initial bonding for the neighbouring particles is as-
surned. When two particles are bonded the contact forces in both nonnal and tan-
gential directions are calculated iiom the linear relationships:

f = knun, ll.r',ll =frllurll (2)

where kn and k7 ere the interface stiflhess in the normal and tangential direction,
respectively,'un * normal relative displacement" ur * tangential relative displace-
ment. The tensile and shear contact forces are limited bv the tensile and shear in-
terface strengths, & and.&1, rosp€ctively:

4 < ft" , llr,ll* n, (3)
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Cohesive bonds are broken instantaneously when the interface strength is ex-
ceeded either by the tangential contact force or by the tensile contact force. In the
absence of cohesion the normal contact force can be compressive only and tan-
gential contact force can be nonzero due to friction. In the present formulation the
Coulomb model of friction is used.

A rock cutting tool is treated as a rigid body with a surface discretized with tri-
angular facets. The tool-rock interaction is rnodelled assuming Coulomb friction
model. The tool-rock contact model is enriched by evaluation of the tool wear.
The wear rate w is calculated using the Archard formula [1]:

(4)
n  l ; _

l i , - k r n  
I

H

where p,, is the contact pressur€, v1 - the siip velocity, H - the hardness of worn
surf-ace, and k - a dimensionless wear parameter.

DM TERIVI{NATNON O F' ROCK IVIODM,N, PAR,A.N{ETM R.S

A set of rnicromechanical parameters yielding required macroscopic rock
properties has been determined using the methodology developed by Huang [3]
based on the combination of the dimensional analysis with numerical simulation
of the standard laboratory tests for rocks, unconfined compression test (Fig. 1a)
and Brazilian test (Fig lb).

s
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a) b)
Fig 1. Results of numerical simulation of laboratory strength tests: a) uncon-

fined compressicn test, b) Brazilian test

%
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SilVILiLATION OT ROCK CUTTING WITH A ROAI}HIADtrR PICK

Validation of the rock cutting model has been carried using experimental re-
sults obtained in a laboratory test performed in the laboratory of Sandvik Mining
and Construction {Fig. 2a}. The tests consisted in cutting of a sand$toile block

a) b)

Fig 2. Laboratoryr rock cutting test: aJ experirnont {coLulesy of Sandvik Mining
and Construction GmbH. Zeltweg, Austria), bi nurnerical simulation

with a rotating roadheader pick. &techanical propenies ol" the rock have been de-
tennined experimentally and are the fol1or.i,ing. Young inadulus l', : 186q0 L{Pa,
Pcisson ratio v: G.23, compressive strength s* : l27 MFa and tensile stren_tth og
: 12 MFa.

Tire test has been analysed using a thr*c dimensianal discrete element model.
R*ck sample has been discretized using 7l,}AQ spherical panicles. For the rock
**nsidered the fail*wing set of micrcnreshanical paran:reters has b*en fcrund f*r
the DEM model, contact stiffness in the nonnal direction k,,:5.4.i06 Nim. con-
tact stil'fness in the tangential directian k,r = 2.16.'106 N/m, cohesive bond
*trengths in the normal and tang*ntial directi*n, & : Rl = $6 N. The results of
numerical simulatiott are shown in Fig. 2b. Splitting uf chips typical for brittie
r*ck cuttinq cail be s*en.

{
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The three components of cutting forces obtained in simulation are plotted in
Fig. 3. Numerical forces are compared with experimental average measurements.
Quite a good agreement can be observed.

The tools used in the laboratory tests of rock cutting have special tips made of
copper, a soft material which is easily worn. This allowed us to obtain visible
wear effects after few cuts (Fig. aa) Evaluation of wear was included in the
analysis. Evolution of the tool wear predicted by the analysis is shown in Fig. 4b.
It can be seen that the wear pattern obtained in simulation agrees very well with
the worn area observed in the tools used in laboratory tests.

ar :[] +i] f]fi 5{i :i}n l?$

i:urting *i$l"ir*r:e ifi:rl:i

Fig 3. Rock cutting forces - comparison of numerical results with experimental
average values

a) b)
Fig 4. Wear pattern on the tool surface. a) laboratory test, b) simulation
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CONCLUSION

The three-dimensional discrete element moclel of rock cutting is capable to rep-
resent correctly complexity clf a rock cutting process. A good qualitative and
quantitative agreement of numerical results with experimental measurements has
been found out in the validation of the rnodel developed in the present r,vork. The
model developed can be employed in the design of rock cutting tools and proc-
e5ses.
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